A construction is given, using the standard part map st, of the weak* standard part of an internal Baire measure in the nonstandard extension of a compact Hausdorff space. It is shown that the inverse image with respect to st of a Borel set is universally measurable with respect to completions of the o-algebra generated by internal Baire sets. Applications and extensions of these results to noncompact spaces are given.
In this note, we give a construction of the weak* standard part for a finite-valued, internal Baire measure in the nonstandard extension *X (see [15] or [17] ) of a compact Hausdorff space X. The construction uses the measurability of the standard part map st: *X ^ X; i.e., for each Baire set B c X, st~x(B) is in the external a-algebra o(*9>(X)) generated by the internal Baire sets in *X. We shall also show that for each Borel set A c X, st~x(A) is "universally" measurable, i.e., st~x(A) is in the completion of o(*9>(X)) with respect to any internal, finite-valued Baire measure on *X. These results have extensions to noncompact spaces and are related, as we shall show, to results of Anderson and Rashid in [3] .
Let (X, 'ÏÏ) be a compact Hausdorff space, C(X) the continuous real-valued functions on X, <$ (X) the class of Baire subsets of X, and M(X) the space of signed Baire measures nonl with finite norm \\»\\=\p\(X) = p + (X) + ^(X).
Fix a «-saturated enlargement [11] of a structure containing X and the real numbers R, with k > max(N0, card T). Let o(*%(X)) be the smallest ordinary a-algebra of subsets of *X containing the class *%(X) of internal Baire sets in *X. We let *Má[X) denote the set of v E *M(X) with °(|M|) < + oo. Given v E *MA[X), let p0(A) = °(v(A)) for each A E *<$>(X). By Theorem 1 of [8] , v0 has a unique, countably additive, real-valued extension i>0 defined on o(*% (X)). We shall use v0 to construct the weak* standard part of v, i.e., the unique /j, £ M(X) such that for each/ E C(X), *fdv= [ fdp.
J'X Jx
In Theorem 4.6 of [9], maximal representing measures for positive harmonic functions were obtained by taking internal representing measures v on the space of nonstandard harmonic functions and transforming the corresponding measures i>0 via the (measurable) standard part map into representing measures on the space of standard harmonic functions. That the images were representing measures followed from the fact that integration with respect to point evaluations was preserved, a fact established using only the continuity of point evaluations. Subsequently, Anderson [1] used the standard part map to obtain Lebesque measure on [0, 1] and Wiener measure on C[0, 1]. The author then added to [9] the following construction which suggested Theorem 1 of this paper and shows the need to consider in its formulation arbitrary internal subsets Z of *X. Example 1. Let Dr he the open disk {z G C: |z| < r) with closure Dr. Let P(z, a) denote the Poisson kernel (|z|2 -|a|2)/|z -a\2 on Dx and let Xr denote Lebesgue measure divided by 2itr on Tr = Dr -Dr. It is well known ( [6] and [14] ) that for each harmonic function h > 0 on Dx, the measures « • \ converge in the weak * topology as r -> 1 to a unique measure vh on Tx such that for each a E Dx, h(a) = [ P(z, a) dvh(z).
JTI
As in [9], we fix r E *R with r < 1, r ~ 1, and we let p be the image of (h • \)0 via the standard part map from Tr onto Tx. By Theorem 6.5 of [9], H = vh. Note that vh is the weak* standard part of « ■ \.
The validity of this construction of vh (and its generalization in [10]) can be established in the following general setting: Fix an internal subset Z of *X, and let 6E denote the algebra of internal Baire sets in Z. That is, & is the smallest internal a-algebra (here, o refers to *N) for which the internal bounded and continuous functions are internally measurable. Again, o(&) is the smallest a-algebra (in the ordinary sense) in Z containing &. Let v he an internal, nonnegative (£-measure on Z with °(v(Z)) < + oo, and let v0 be the corresponding a-additive measure on (Z, o(&)) obtained as in [8] . By Theorem 3.4.2 of [11] , the set K = st(Z) is compact in X. Let ^(K) denote the Baire sets in K. Then for eachf E C(X), In [3] , Anderson and Rashid (using, in part, methods that originated in the proof of Theorem 4.6 of [9], described before Example 1), elaborated on their work in [1] and [13] to obtain a criterion for weak* convergence of a net of measures. Their proof of the measurability of the standard part map generalizes the proof in [9] and is essentially the proof of measurability used here. For a compact space X, their result can be directly obtained in a form that includes weak* cluster points by employing Theorem 1 and Robinson's characterization of cluster points and limit points of a net {Ua}a(ED (Theorems 4.2.4 and 4.2.5 of [15] ). Recall that for a directed set (D, >), ß E *D is infinite if yf3 > *a for each standard a E D.
Corollary
2. Let {va)a^D be a net in M(X). For each infinite ß E*D such that °\\Pß\\ < + oo, (v»)x is a weak* cluster point of {va). These are the only weak* cluster points in M(X) if va is a positive measure for each a E D or if for some r E R and all a E D, \\va\\ < r. In the latter case, the weak* limit of {pa} exists and is equal to vx E M(X) if and only if, for each infinite ß E *D, vx = (vß)x.
Given a nonnegative v E *MA\X), set ¡i(A) = °(v(*A)) for each A E %(X).
Then p is a-additive if and only if for some X E M(X) and all A E ® (X),
For each/ E C(X), fxfdp ~ f.x *fdv. Therefore, p is a-additive if and only if M = vxIn actual practice, one may need to take the weak* standard part of an internal measure that has not come from the extension of a standard net. (See, for example, the use of Theorem 1 in [5] .) On the other hand, using a standard net may simplify some arguments; consider the following variation of Anderson for each / G C[0, 1]. It follows that for any v E *N -N, X is the weak* standard part of v , whence A = (fAq n. For general Radon measures, the above construction can be obtained by using finite measurable partitions as in [7] ; also see Anderson's construction in [2] . If X is the product of compact spaces, X = UyeIXy, then for x = {xy}ye./ E*X,
There is extensive application of Theorem 1 (established here) to product spaces in [5] . A similar application strengthens the results in [8] as follows.
Example 3. Let X = {0, 1}". Given v E*N -N, let Z consist of all internal hyperfinite sequences of 0's and l's of length v. By adjoining to each sequence in Z an internally infinite sequence of 0's, we may assume that Z c *X. In [8] Z is used as a model for infinite coin tossing with each z G Z, having internal ^-probability 1/21'. If now one restricts the internal sequence z(i) to the standard natural numbers, one obtains the standard part of z with respect to the product topology on X. In this case, vx is the usual probability measure for coin tossing.
In general, let X = l~ly(ElXy be a product of nonempty compact Hausdorff spaces with the product topology. If 77 c 7, we write XH for YlyeHXy; for A c XH and B c X,_H we write A X B for the set of elements of X with projection on XH in A and projection on X,_H in B. Let p he a finitely additive probability measure on the algebra of Baire cyclinder sets %C(X), i.e., the sets of the form B x X,_H where 77 is finite in 7 and B E %(XH). Assume that for each finite set 77 c 7, p is countably additive on the a-algebra ®f(A) = {B X X,_H: B E ®>(XH)}.
By the Kolmogorov extension theorem, ft has a countably additive extension p on the collection of Baire sets % (X), which is the smallest a-algebra in X containing %C(X). This can be proved by obtaining the extension of p as follows: Fix a hyperfinite set E c *7 with *y G E for each y G 7. Fix an element w E X.,_E, and let Z = XE X {w). For each internal Baire set A c XE, let v(A X {w}) = *p(A X X.,_E). It is easy to see that vx is the desired extension of p. For the analogous result for the product of a-compact, completely regular spaces, use Theorem 3 below.
Henson has shown in [4] that only Baire sets in X have measurable inverse images with respect to the standard part map and a a-algebra in *X formed from an algebra of internal sets. Let 'S(X) denote the Borel sets in X. Each totally finite signed Baire measure p on a compact set has a unique regular On the other hand, we consider the internal relation <ï>, where the pair (n, U) with n E*N and *D c U E *<5 satisfies the 4> relation with respect to the function/ E *C(X), i.e., (n, U) <D/, if and only if 0 < / < l,f\*D = 1, f\(*X -U) = 0, and {¿f dv > a -l/n. Since our enlargement is ksa tura ted for k > max(N0, card ?F), and since the domain of the first argument of <D contains and $ is concurrent on the set of all standard pairs (n, *U) with n E N and D c U E 5\ it follows from [11, p. In [2], Anderson and Rashid showed that for an internal v E *Mp[X) (or even a finitely additive v with °|i'|(*A') < + oo) the a-additive signed measure t>0 can be mapped via the standard part map onto a measure vx E M(X) when *X -st"'(A") is contained in a r^-null set. Following Müller [12] , they showed that this condition is equivalent to the tightness of the functional / -^>°f.x *f dv defined on the space C(A^) of bounded continuous functions from X into R. We shall extend these results to the case of a v E *Mj(Y) and show as well that each Borel set B in X has measurable inverse image with respect to the ^-completion of o(*9>(Y)) when v0(*Ys\~x(X)) = 0. Note that if v is determined by an internal p E *M(X), i.e., v(A) = p(A n *X) for each A E *%(Y), and * Y -sr'(AT) is contained in a y0-null set (i.e., 3A E*%(Y) with \v\(A)^0 such that *Y -st"1^) c A), then, *X -sr'(A') is contained in a p0-null set (i.e., 3A E *%(Y) with \p\(A c\*X)c^0 such that *X -si~\X) c A n *A*). We state the following result for Borel sets in A1; the easy extension to completions of ^(X) is left to the reader. Thus vY is tight on X. Moreover, if A E <5( Y), then PY(A n x) = v0(st-x(A n x)) = Po((stx(A nx))n*x).
Assume, finally, that Y is the Stone-Cech compactification of X and <b is an internal functional on *C(X) with °||<f>|| < + oo. Then <b is represented by some v E *Mj(Y), and vY represents the standard part of </> in the weak* topology. We may replace vY with a tight measure on X if * Y -st"'(Ar) is contained in a »»"-null set.
